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Situation
Low grain prices due to three consecutive years of large crops continue to affect the entire 
agricultural economy in Kansas and the global food system. Producers need information 
and skills to better market grain. This includes an integrated understanding of basis, market 
outlook, crop insurance and farm policy in order to better use the marketing tools available to 
deal with market risk. 

What We Did
Grain marketing specialist Dan O’Brien conducted 13 grain-marketing strategy workshops 
statewide, with help from local extension agents. Discussion focused on grain-market outlook 
and strategies to obtain the maximum revenue from produced grain. In addition, the more 
intensive Risk-Assessed Marketing (RAM) workshops were offered at six locations, using 
a farm simulation to allow participants to try various marketing tools, such as hedging or 
options, to learn what works best for their operations. Monthly analysis of grain markets was 
posted at AgManager.info, with weekly grain information through the basis tool and maps. 
During the year, 34 crop-insurance and marketing updates were provided. 

Outcomes
More than 400 producers and lenders participated in the grain-marketing strategy workshops, 
with an additional 120 participating in the RAM workshops. Both of these groups were 
involved in hands-on learning to use marketing tools to increase their revenue and profits. 
Grain-market outlook, crop-insurance and farm-policy presentations occurred at a variety of 
meetings, with a record 160 lenders at the Ag Lenders Conferences, and an additional 130 
insurance agents at the crop insurance workshop. Further direct education took place at a 
variety of county meetings, at farmer cooperatives and banks, with an estimated 800 additional 
participants.

The most-visited page at AgManager.info on the site during the year featured the Agriculture 
Risk Coverage-County (ARC-CO) program payment projections, with more than 46,000 
visits. Most occurred in August and September, as the October payment approached. 

Success Story
Following the release of projected payments for the ARC-CO program, a farmer in northeast 
Kansas sent an email with a question about payments for his county along with the following 
comment:

“Thank you. You all are doing a great job with AgManager to provide this information! 
Appreciate all the hard work on our behalf. You do a lot to help KS farmers and I know they 
appreciate what you do. Thanks again. This is very helpful. Keep up the great work.” 

Comment from participants in RAM marketing workshops:

“There are lots of marketing tools out there that I am aware of that I am not adept at using 
– but am learning. I can gain profitability with low yields with the right crop insurance and 
marketing.”
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